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Jacques Maritain once stated that "the most important political

progress of modern times is the idea of the rights of the human person and

the rights of the people, and the devotion to these rights".1  Yet his major

contributions to the literature of human rights appeared when he was over

sixty.  Although he had given indications, even as early as 1933, that he

supported a natural rights theory, it was not until 1942 that his short

compact book on The Rights of Man and Natural Law presented the broad

outline of such a theory.2  It became an important part of the revival of

human rights philosophy which is once again in the ascendancy in Western

thought, and in the English-speaking countries after the long utilitarian

interregnum.  Maritain received recognition for his role in the revival of

human rights thinking when he was invited to address the Second
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International Congress of Unesco in 1947 on the subect, and later to write an

introduction to a collection of essays that resulted from the Congress. Then,

in the Walgreen Lectures, given at the University of Chicago in December,

1949, Maritain expressed what was to be his definitive version of human rights

teaching, published as Chapter 4 of Man and the State (1951). Thus we may

say that almost all his significant statements on human rights theory, or natural

rights theory -- he uses the two interchangeably -- were made during those

soul-trying years of the 40s. If the war did not prempt his reflections on the

subject, there is little doubt that the horrible affronts inflicted on human

persons before and during the war gave the advocacy of basic human rights an

urgency which could not be ignored.

Yet, for Maritain, it was not merely a matter of stressing elements of

a political philosophy which had been heretofore ignored, for there are those

who would insist that the defense of human rights is foreign to the perspective

of pre-modern thought, not to speak of Thomism itself.3 It then became a

theoretical task to
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show that provision for a doctine of human rights within Thomism was not just

an alien importation, but a graft needed to correct a possible over-emphasis on

human duties.  One could, of course, find Thomistic manuals which contained

a section on rights,4 but whatever value such treatments may have in

themselves, as assertions of what is due to man, they were not integrated into

the larger whole.  "Integralist critics, on the other hand, reject what they see

as a synthesis of Thomist politics, with its stress on the community and the

common good, and Lockean politics, with its assumption of basic human

rights, and its attendant individualism. Or more precisely, it is seen as a bad
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form of syncretism.5  I believe that Maritain can be defended against this

charge, since it was not through the influence of Locke and the Lockeans that

he came to his position on human rights, but through a certain interpretation

of Aquinas' teaching on property. Indeed, there is a continuity between the

thought of Aquinas and Maritain, mediated, as it were, by the writings of

Francisco de Vitoria.  Maritain's proposal of a philosophy both "personalist

and community-minded"6, has led him to find a place for rights and duties in

the ethical configuration. If we stress the individual person exclusively, we

have duties without rights. Or we end up with a theory which makes no

distinction between rights and duties.7

However, having denied the Lockean provenance of Maritain's human

rights theory, one must note that
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Maritain gradually came to refer to such rights as "inalienable". It is my

intention to show why that was unfortunate; why such attributes are misleading

and, finally, why the elimination of such terminology would strengthen not

only Maritain's theory, but human rights theory in general.  To make my point,

I must enter into an examination of human rights theory from the thirteenth

century on, but only in a broad sweep.  The Invaluable research of Richard

Tuck8 has provided an account of the evolution of pre-Lockean human rights

theory and its peculiarities. In the first phase, let us say from the time of

Ockham to Locke, the central concept was that of dominium. Dominium as

right was identified with property. It followed that it could be disposed of

according to the Roman definition of property as jus utendi et abutendi re sua,

quatenus juris ratio patitur.  In short, the salient aspect of these rights was not

inalienability, but their alienability. If the right is my property, why can't I

exchange it or simply give it away?  In this regard, the professors of natural

law will prohibit what the professors of human rights will allow.  In the second

phase of modern human rights theory, dominated by John Locke and the

Lockeans, the notion of dominium-property is still upheld, but now some

rights at least are labeled as inalienable no doubt at the cost of inconsistency.

In the third stage, where Maritain is situated, rights are no longer identified

with property
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at all. Whatever merits, incidentally, the exposition of Maritain's theory of

human rights in a non-comparative context may have,9 I am inclined to think

one misunderstands both his fidelity to the tradition and his originality when

one considers him apart from the saga of modern human rights.

Where shall we begin? For several reasons, Thomas Aquinas is a

preferable starting-point.  1) Early modern natural rights developed a new

concept of dominium whose originality is only apparent as measured against

that of Saint Thomas. In contrast to Aquinas' notion of passive right,

dominium henceforth connotes an active right.  2) Maritain's own conception

of human rights emerges from a profound meditation on the Thomist texts,

those which speak of the person and those on property. 

The medieval perspective in general was duty-centred. For
medieval philosophers the problems of political ethics were
problems not of rights but, rather, of the duties a man owed to
his lord, his king, his church, or his God, by virtue of his role
and function in the universal order.10

To use F.H. Bradley's expression, it concerned itself with one's station and its

duties.  Ethics, then, was concerned with determining one specific obilgation,

as it had been in the Ciceronian treatise, De officils,
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Inter-relations could be described in terms of reciprocal duties. Indeed,

churchmen in France continued to promote this point of view in the eighteenth

century.11  If justice consists, in the venerable formulation, as rendering to

each his due or right (ius), it means that right is the object of justice. This is

the conception of an objective or passive right.  An active right, on the other

hand, is based on the relation (claim) of a person to a thing, the basis for which

is some characteristic of the person. This is also called a subjective right. In

addition to these two meanings of right or ius, there is the relation to a law,

that is, law as the basis of what is right. 

Now Thomas primarily considers ius in the objective sense, while also

relating ius to lex, right to law, whether natural law, the law of nations or

positive law.  In contrast to the modern tendency to ignore the "subjective"

notion of justice, as a habitue, and to consider justice as an attribute only of

institutions or arrangements,12 Thomas stresses the subjective notion of justice,

but the objective notion of right. The stress on the objective notion of right

may be
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illustrated by the way in which he discusses marital relations in the

Commentary on the Sentences in terms of the debitum, the debt.13  It is not a

matter of the marital rights I claim in regard to my partner, but what I owe to

him or her.  In language we now find rather quaint the idea of paying the debt

is used to refer to the satisfaction of sexual desire in marriage. The idea

appears as well in the parson's sermon at the end of Chaucer's Canterbury

Tales.14  So ius or right, which is the object of justice, may also be called the

debitum justitiae, that which is owing in strict justice.  In the controversy over

whether or not, there is a notion of subjective right in Saint Thomas, Louis

Lachance has been a vigorous voice in the negative.15 Richard Tuck, less

categorical, tends to agree with him.16  While accepting this judgment as well

founded, it cannot be 
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ignored that Aquinas come closest to considering right in the modern sense

when he discusses property. An interesting summary of his teaching on

property is found in the English Dominican translation of the Summa

Theologica.17  The commentator is extremely wary of interpreting Aquinas as

proposing a theory of property rights and, in fact, the term "rights" is always

placed in quotation marks. Thomas begins his treatment of property with a

reference to man's dominion (dominium) over external things. Human

dominium consists in power, the rightful power, to use external things (ad

potestatem utendi ipsis). There is also a political dominium.  Potestas

connotes a title or an entitlement, "the title to care for and distribute the earth's

resources".18  Property of possessions (proprietas possessionum) is not

contrary to natural law; it is permitted, allowed.  But it is not called for.  An

interesting point, at this juncture, is the editor's remark that "the terms

dominium and possessio are roughly interchangeable, whereas proprietas is

rather a species of possessio usually contrasted with communitas rerun..."19

In this perspective, the individual's title appears in its true
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light as a responsibility and a trust".20  The outcome of this analysis is that

dominium is identified with possession, not with property.  Therefore, there

is a reluctance to describe Aquinas's theory as in any way a defense of private

property rights. Moreover, the editor was concerned that Rerum Novarum

might have tended to reverse Thomas' priorities. He suggests that the

Encyclical was one-sided, but that subsequent encyclicals on the question have

redressed the balance. 

When Vitoria took up the question of dominium in the sixteenth

century, he notes that there are three kinds of dominion in Aquinas' writings:

the dominion over our own acts, the dominion over political subjects and the

dominion over material things.  The first kind of dominion is the foundation

for the other two. His main theme in his Relectiones is that "before the

Spaniards came, the Indians possessed true dominion both in public and

private affairs".21  Does this mean that Vitoria has developed a theory of

subjective rights?  Here there is no simple answer.  To my mind, Vitoria's

theory is janusfaced: on one hand, it looks to Aquinas and tries to remain

faithful to his teaching; on the other hand, there are passages, where one has

a strong inclination to read in a defense of subjective rights, and some

commentators have not hesitated to speak of inalienable
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rights".22  While that conclusion is dubious, Vitoria clearly leans in the

direction of modern preoccupations.  Of Thomism, it can be said that long

before Proudhon popularized the distinction between property and

possession,23 it had utilized this distinction so as to identify dominium with

possession and, correspondingly, to deny that it could be identified with the

notion of property.  But it was not long before a new theory arose which rested

precisely on such an identification.  The origin of modern natural rights theory

dates from that identification. According to Richard Tuck, in the thirteenth

century, "the process had begun whereby all of a man's rights, of whatever

kind, were to come to be seen as his property".24  While medieval jurists are

mentioned as supporting this view, Tuck finds the significant theoretical

foundation to have been laid during the great struggle within the Franciscans

about apostolic poverty. The Italian writer, Umberto Eco, has given us a

dramatic account of the forms this struggle took in his best-selling novel, The

Name of the Rose. It is Tuck's thesis that the attack on apostolic poverty
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had led to a radical natural rights theory".25 Surely it is ironic to trace the

origins of modern natural right theory to papal theorists, but that is the clear

meaning of Tuck's thesis.

Once the move had been made to treat dominium as property, it seemed

logical to maintain that being property, it could be alienated or exchanged, for

these are surely implications of having property.  By dint of assigning this

dominium to individuals, in contrast to the Thomist dominium utile which

belongs to mankind, one had moved as wel1 from an objective theory of right

to a subjective one.

And if one has not only a natural right to property in things, but also to

liberty, that is, if liberty is property, why can't it be traded as well?  We then

find that the defenders of natural rights (the Gersonians like Mazzolini and

others), would allow certain practices which Thomists like Vitoria would

prohibit, for instance, the so-called freedom to enslave oneself.26  While not

denying that there were times when freedom might be sacrificed in order to

preserve one's life, the Thomist defenders of natural law find themselves at

odds with the proponents of natural rights, the concept of the common good

at odds with the notion of natural freedom.  Foremost among these natural

rights advocates, Vazquez spoke of dominium over one's children; Molina said

the dominium of liberty means one "can
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alienate it and enslave oneself", and Suarez seconded the idea.27  Natural right

theory had become ambiguous for at once it attributes to the individual powers

and yet allows for self-abasement of the same individual contrary to traditional

natural law teaching. The notion of the voluntary slave enters into the

vocabulary of the new theory. In summary, then, the salient feature of

dominium as property is the alienability of human rights. 

Up to now, reference has been made to what individuals may do with

their property, their freedom and their belongings.  If individuals may alienate

their liberty, why may not groups of individuals or peoples do so?  Grotius is

remarkable for having effected the transition from an individual alienation to

the alienation of "civil liberty, that is, the right of a state to be governed by

itself".28  In The Law of War and Peace (1625), when discussing justifications

for going to war, he specifically excludes a war based on the desire of a

subject people to rule itself, what we would call a war of national liberation.

One has to take a case in which a people has subjected itself to another people.

As the individual is free to enslave himself because his freedom is his to

dispose of, so a people may
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voluntarily give up its civil liberty.  This presumes that while "no one is a

slave by nature, man still has the right to enter a state of slavery. Werefore

those who form a lawful cause have come into personal or political slavery

ought to be satisfied with their state, as Paul the Apostle teaches in the words:

'Hast thou been called to be a slave?  Be not concerned thereat'."29  Despite

Grotius' emphasis on human sociability, his use of a method which moves

from private right to pubilc law entails an individualistic starting point. Thus

he asserts that "liberty to serve the interests of human society through

punishment" -- including capital punishment -- "which originally, as we have

said, rested with individuals, now after the organization of states and courts of

law is in the hands of the highest authorities...".30  The same argument is used

by John Lock. And did not Locke adopt the principle which was the

cornerstone of modern natural rights theory, "that freedom in actions is the

same as property in things"?31

In Locke, there is the time-honoured distinction between public and

private dominion (dominium). In each instance, he is concerned with

understanding how such a dominion came about. How does a person have a

right to
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this property?  How do rulers come to have the right to rule over others? At

the beginning of Lockean theory, then, there is a title-search.  If the

entitlement to material possessions comes ultimately from labour, that to

political rule can only came from consent.  But Locke wants to define rights

as property and he will point out in several places in his Second Treatise, that

the term property isused in a broad sense to include "life, liberty and estates",32

although there are clearly instances when it has a more limited construction.

Geraint Perry, in his excellent recent study of Locke, notes of Locke's idea that

one has a property in one's own person, "yet it now seems odd to speak of

property in this sense".33

Thus we can see that Locke apparently continues the modern theory of

natural rights in dealing with them as dominia and that this dominion is to be

identified with property. If life, liberty and estates are property, they

presumably can be alienated, given away or exchanged.  However, at this

point, we find that Locke refuses to accept what has hitherto been the principal

implication of saying that rights are property: that they may be alienated.

Firstly, life, in the final
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analysis, is not our property, but God's.34  So one is forbidden to dispose of

one's life through suicide because that would be a violation of God's property

right. For one is not one's own, but his property.  So it is only in a very

qualified or weak sense that one's life is one's own.35  Secondly, each has "a

right to freedom to his own person, which no other man has a power over, but

the free disposal of it lies in himself,"36  yet earlier, Locke had argued that a

man cannot by "his own consent, enslave himself to anyone...",37 since he

obviously wants to undercut any support such a position might give to political

absolutism. 

It appears, then, that Locke wanted the advantages of the ordinary

belief that life and liberty are our own, are proper to us, yet wanted to deny the

conclusion that we could therefore dispose of them as we would dispose of

other kinds of property.  One is left, then, with estates as property in the full

sense and here Locke is consistent, but has not gone beyond the idea that we

are free to dispose of our material possessions, within the 
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limitations of the law.  It is only material possessions that a man may dispose

or settle ... as he pleases".38  Locke is noteworthy for removing traditional

natural law limitations on material possessions, yet he does accept civil law

limitations, as long as consent is involved.  While Raymond Polin is no doubt

right in saying that it was more the liberty of property than the property of

liberty that concerned Locke,39 there was a very serious concern, in Locke's

mind, about a bad use of liberty as providing an endorsement of absolutism.

Inadvertently or not, Locke had illustrated the fallacy of considering

personal dominion as a kind of property, for he balked at the consequences of

following that to its conclusion, as Grotius, for instance, had done in regard to

human freedom.  Yet it must be said that the Lockean tradition has not always

adhered to the conclusions of the master even when defending the legacy of

"inalienable rights".  But if human rights -- and let us concentrate on life and

liberty as test cases -- are not properly identified with property, how are they

to be defined?  It seems to me that we are now in a position to examine

Maritain's contribution to the centuries old debate over dominium and its

relationship to human rights.  For Maritain, coming to the theory of human

rights through a study of Thomistic social philosophy, particularly the teaching

on property, confronts the
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concept dominium and from his reflections on the meaning of human rights in

the Thomistic context, offers us a different, if perhaps not a totally new, way

of speaking about them.

Maritain's first examination of the rights question appears in the essay

on "Person and Property"40 in which he comments on the Thomistic teaching

about property.  It is noteworthy because it perpetuates certain contentious

elements of the tradition, along with a defensible account of the Thomistic

message.  Maritain is not entirely free in this essay from identifying dominion

and property. Take this passage, for instance.

In the ontological and immanent order each person possesses a
proprietary right over himself, over his nature and his action; a
mastery over himself, and over his acts.41 

"Proprietary right" translates propriété.  This would seem to make him

a proponent of the dominium-property school.  Furthenmore, he sounds a

Lockean note when he says "the proprietorship that the person has over

himself is thus extended to the ownership of things".42  Yet, alongside such

passages, there is the more prevalent emphasis on dominium, or dominion, as

possession and use, and here he is more faithful to
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Aquinas' own terminology.43  Essentially Maritain wants to argue that there is

a right to private property and to show that it is rooted metaphysically in man's

intellectual activities. Furthermore, he is concerned with distinguishing

between the right of private property (its possession) and the use one makes

of material things (its exercise). He notes, for instance, that it would be

justifiable for the political society to suspend the exercise of that right in the

case of unexploited latifundia.  However, he does not elaborate what happens

to the title in such cases, or whether or not the suspension of the exercise is

compensated for.  In any case, this early reference to a theory of rights shows

Maritain to be somewhat ambivalent: on one hand, speaking of dominium as

property; on the other hand, anticipating what will be his definitive position,

employing the possession-exercise distinction.  Fortunately, as we shall see,

the dominium-property conception was to disappear. 

Although one commentator did speak of "the progressive development

of (Maritain's) own thought",44 he did not specifically mention how this was

applicable to Maritain's notion of human rights, as indeed it is.  The language

of rights is found throughout Integral Humanism.  Critical of exaggerated

claims by liberal philosophers about "the rights and autonomy" of the
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personality presented by Rousseau and Kant,45 Maritain, nevertheless,

recognizes the dignity of the human person, and asserts that there are "certain

primary rights of the person and of domestic society".46  He goes on to state

that the Christian "demands that the earthly city be ordered so as to recognize

effectively the rights of its members to existence, to work, and to the growth

of their lives as persons".47  There is a good deal about economics in this

important treatise. Maritain cites once again the passage in the Summa

Theologica (II-II, 66, 2) where it is asserted that, in regard to "the ownership

of materialgoods",48 there should be private appropriation and common use.

The emphasis, however, is not on private ownership, but on an "associative

form" of property, for which he is indebted to Proudhon. Indeed, the

Proudhonian influence is strong in Integral Humanism; it becomes much less

so thereafter.  In addition to the focus on economic matters, Maritain upholds

the equality of rights in marriage, including the wife's "right to her husband's

earnings".49  He also promotes "the right of free association",50 so important

for his conception of
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pluralism, and the right to political suffrage. He considers freedom of

expression and freedom of the press as "radical needs".51  On the other hand,

he argues in favour of "regulated" freedoms, though this does not necessarily

mean state regulation since he hopes that organizations will be

self-regulating.52

In a lecture given in 1939, published two years later in The Twilight of

Civilization, Maritain, speaking of democracy, holds that "it is defined by the

fact that it recognizes the inalienable rights of the human person...".53 He goes

on to enumerate these rights: "the rights of the political community and of the

political common good, recognizes as well, and first of all, the rights of the

family and the rights of the human person".54  He then refers to the encyclical

Divini Redemptoris (1937) to state what these inalienable rights of the person

are.

the right to life, to the integrity of the body, to the necessary
means of existence; the right to march towards one's ultimate
end in the path traced by God; the right of association, the right
to the possession and use of property.55
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So far one cannot say that Maritain has treated the subject in a

systematic way, but in the 40s, beginning with The Rights of Man and Natural

Law and ending with Man and the State, he presents us with the rudiments of

such a theory.  It is worth noting that his first full statement in The Rights of

Man and Natural Law does not speak of human rights as inalienable, though

he will employ this adjective in his final statement.  Thus, the formulation of

the theory in The Rights of Man and Natural Law is, from our point of view,

less problematic, though, at the same time, more sketchy than the treatment in

Man and the State.56

The influences on Maritain, up to this point, as far as citations are

concerned, had been Thomistic, as was seen earlier, and recent Church

teaching.  It has long been assumed that Maritain's conversion to a natural

rights theory was due to his American period and that presumably means that

he had undergone the influence of the Lockean tradition.  Now the name of

Locke seldom appears in Maritain's writings; for him modern natural right

theory is identified with Rousseau and Kant, and, of course, with the French

Revolution. Since his concern with human rights clearly pre-dated the

Anerican period, whatever mark that experience may have made was on his

terminology.  Did it account for his adoption of the inalienable rights language

of the Lockean tradition?  It
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is hard to say.  Even as a shorthand formulation of his development of a theory

of natural rights within Thomistic natural law, the idea of a synthesis of

Aquinas and Locke is objectionable.  However, the use of the term inalienable

raises problems associated with the Lockean paradigm, such as the meaning

of the state of nature, the transfer of rights and the notion of residual (political)

rights.

As I have said, all his previous remarks on the subject were only clues

or hints of the kind of natural rights theory that Maritain was inclined to

uphold. In The Rights of Man and Natural Law, he states that a theory of

natural rights -- subjective rights if you will -- emerges from a more profound

reflection on the implications of natural law teaching for our time, just as there

has been an emphasis on personalism in modern Thomistic thought unknown

to the Master.  Rather than the ius-lex opposition which became important for

Hobbes and his followers, our author stresses the notion of ius understood as

a facet of 1ex. 

In the "1ittle book" there is much concentration and consequent1y

much that is not said.  It is about a basic question of political philosophy, the

relation of the human person and society.  Just as Maritain's conception of

political philosophy includes both personalist and communal components,57

so he proposes a more balanced view in which a theory of rights
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complements a theory of duties, the former stipulates certain justifiable claims

which the person can make on the cammunity. These obilgations require that

each is treated according to what is due to him, and, above all, what is "owed

to man because of the very fact that he is man".58  The person is respected as

a subject of rights, as a possessor of rights.  Does Maritain offer a proof that

men have rights, as Alan Gewirth has tried to do?59  Maritain seems to be

saying that once one knows what man is, one recognizes that he has rights, not

because of his situation, but because of his nature.  In same places, Maritain

uses a Vitorian argument which derives subsequent dominions from the

dominion one has over oneself.  From a communal perspective, it may be that

Maritain views the question as an aspect of distributive justice, in which the

relevant consideration is the value, or worth, of the person.

While rights and moral obligations appear to be correlatives, there are

instances in which there are rights without obligations, in God, and obligations

without corresponding rights, for doing good is broader 
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in meaning than respecting rights.60  The three fundamental rights, in The

Rights of Man and Natural Law, are the right to life, or existence, the right to

personal freedom, the right to pursue perfection. The contrast between this

triad and Locke's is striking here, because Maritain seems to relegate the right

to property as a jus gentium, rather than a natural law, claim.

In the 1947 statement, Maritain returns to the language of inalienable

rights and introduces the key distinction between possession and exercise as

applying to all rights, not just property rights.

Accordirng to natural law 

the requirements of his being, endow man with certain
fundamental and inalienable rights antecedent in nature, and
superior, to society, and are the source whence social life itself,
with the duties and rights which that implies, originates and
develops.61

He introduces a ranking of basic rights giving priority to the strictly

necessary over the "merely desirable".62  This breakdown is based on the

distinction between requirements of natural law, precepts of the laws of

nations and what is called an aspiration or desire of the natural 1aw confirmed

by positive law,
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but with the limitations required by the common good".63  Attentive to the

grounds of entitlement, Maritain now turns to the limitations on rights. He

rejects the absolutist conception of rights, which he attributes to liberal theory.

In so far as these are human rights, they are subject "to modification and

limitation".64  He appears to be uneasy, or at least tentative, about referring to

such rights as inalienable, for each time he uses the term, he puts it in

quotation marks. What he does stress, as he has not done before, is the

importance of the distinction between possession and exercise as applying to

all human rights, not just property rights. However, the contention that a

distinction can be made between the possession of a right and its exercise

encounters a difficulty when the right to life, or existence, is in question. Take

the case of capital punishment.

If a criminal can justly be condemned to lose his life, it is
because he has, by his crime, deprived himself, not of his right
to existence, but rather of the possibtlity of demanding that right
with justice; morally he has cut himself off from membership of
that human community, as far as concerns the use of that
fundamental and inalienable right which the penalty imposed
prevents his exercising.65
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Now this is an argument that Maritain reiterates both in Neuf leçons

sur les notions premières de la philosophie morale and in Man and the State.66

Maritain says that the possession of the right to life remains, even when the

exercise of the right has been prevented.  But can one accept that there is a

distinction here, when there can be no real distinction between the possession

of life and the exercise of life?  To have life is to exercise it; not to exercise

life is to be dead.  Now if one accepts the arguments in the essay on "Human

Immortality", one could of course say that even the state cannot annihilate us,

though it can obviously remove us permanently from political circulation. The

question then is, whether Maritain's justification of capital punishment

depends on the possession of the right to life -- exercise of the right to life

distinction and, if its validity is denied, does that also undermine his defense

of capital punishment.
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Maritain, be it noted, has relatively little to say about the kinds of crimes

which deserve the maximum penalty.  Personally I am torn between accepting

the universal application of the possession-exercise distinction, on one hand,

and some trepidation about accepting its employment in dealing with the right

of life.

Maritain does examine other limitations on the right of life, such as the

right of the state to demand the risk, and even sacrifice of one's life in a just

war.67  As to prohibitions against state action he obviously condemns the

taking of innoncent life,68 and has also argued the case against abortion.69 

Where the possession-exercise distinction works very well is in dealing

with the fact that persons have entitlements, but are not allowed to exercise

them. Man "is deprived of the possibility of justly claiming to exercise certain

of them by such inhumanities as subsist in the social structure in each age"70,

hence demands for the implementing and enforcement of rights to which there

is a natural title. 

Maritain believes that liberalism has confused natural law

requirements and the third category involving
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confirmation by positive law.  No Thomist conception of human rights would

be complete without relating such rights to the common good, that common

good rejected by liberals.  Maritain does not reduce rights to pure means, as

the utilitarian does. Rights are values which are also means, or at least a

genuine common good cannot exist if there is not a recognition and

realization of basic rights.  Perhaps it would be better to say that the defense

of rights is a component of the common good.

In Man and the State, not only does the author reiterate the points he

has made elsewhere, but he introduces new perspectives, particularly the

emphasis on the progressive knowledge of natural law, "the progress of moral

conscience".71 Once again, he insists that a balanced and comprehensive

conception of natural law must include both a theory of rights and a theory of

duties, in contrast to the one-sided concern with either one.  Once again, he

insists that human rights are not grants, but recognitions; that they transcend

positive laws.  Once again, as well, he focuses attention on the triad: the right

to existence, the right to personal freedom and the right to pursue the moral

life.72  He once again refers to "the inalienable character of natural human

rights".73 He makes a distinction between those which are absolutely

inalienable, like the right to existence, and those only substantially

inalienable, like freedom of
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speech and association. Maritain is simply ranking rights as he has done

previously, but now using the term "inalienable" in order to make, at least, a

twofold division. In the first instance, exercise is restricted, but not

possession.  In the second instance, even possession can be restricted.  To my

mind the adjective inalienable adds little here since the operative question

remains the extent to which rights may justifiably be restricted. I would go

farther. It seems to me that the qualifier "inalienable" is either superfluous or

ambiguous.  Ordinarily the "inalienability of natural rights" means "that no

man can alienate (i.e. sign away, transfer by cotract) a prima facie natural

right, his own or anyone else's".74  But Maritain and others want to use the

term in another sense: inalienable rights means "they cannot be taken away or

annulled by acts of government";75 or they cannot be lost or they cannot be
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denied.76 In short, my point is that nothing would be lost in Maritain's

treatment if the term was discarded altogether.  Whatever value the notion

might have had in previous phases of human rights thinking, it is no longer

appropriate in what I call the third phase of human rights theory. 

I will now summarize my theme in this paper by making three points:

1) The elimination of the notion of dominium or rights as property has

allowed us to leave behind a number of false problems and distortions

of what it means to have basic rights.

2) The appropriate way to discuss human rights is in terms of the

possession-exercise distinction, and it is largely to Maritain that we are

indebted for this change. Whether a people's right to self-government

is at stake, or social rights, or the rights of individual persons, the

distinction is pertinent.

3) A "revised theory"77 of human rights must lay to rest once and for

all the language of inalienability for two reasons.
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a) the term itself has become hopelessly ambiguous, 

b) but more importantly, it is, in its original, and dare I say, proper

meaning, inextricably tied to a theory of human rights in which such

rights are construed to be property. Once one has eliminated that

construction, one should also eliminate the habit of referring to human

rights as inalienable.


